
OVERALL:  Perform an anual 
horizon scanning to see what 
trends evolve / emerge that 

SE has to adapt to

Goal: The systems engineering 
discipline evolves to meet the 
needs of the type of systems 
that the world needs evolves. 

(could be better stated)

Create a group of SE 
experts and advise them 

to share/knowledge 
transfer.

Encourage INCOSE certified 
engineers to share their 

knowledge or experience 
with Graduate Engineers.

INCOSE can have a 
goal to offer SE 

program to different  
organizations

How to participate in 
standardization (except OMG 
regarding Sysml v2) together 

with INCOSE? Can you 
provide information?

Skills to transition building 
blocks from research through
maturity (i.e., use of modeling

tools to carry research into 
fielded operations)

Keeping the discipline up to 
date to enable the 

development and delivery of 
total optimal affordable 
systems of the future.

Make it compulsory (as part 
of the SEMP) that anyone 

working in SE must go 
through specific/certain 

certifications.

Goal: The value and necessity of a 
system thinking approach is 

universally recognized and widely 
adopted across all disciplines; no 

occupation is left untouched.

Create design 
template for 
each sector.

Goal: Universities worldwide adopt 
the universal SE Research roadmap 
developed collaboratively between 

industry, government, and 
academia.

Standardize tools 
which can be 

applicable for different 
sectors.

Goal: Truly seamless system 
engineering processes are 

supported by a set of easily adopted
and tailorable inter- and intra- 

compatible plug- and- play tools.

Ensure that SE gets 
more practical 

trainings as part of 
their on- job training.

Goal: Systems engineering 
approaches have been consistently 
shown to successfully address, and 

in some case prevent, 
regonial/national/global 

catastrophes.

Goal-2025
Make SE 

trainings/Certifications 
compulsory for all new 

System Engineers

Goal:  A diverse set of global citizens
are engaged in developing 

innovative solutions to global 
challenges (where they will then see 
the value of SE towards supporting 

their vision).

Where are the 
definitions of societal 

challenges coming from?
Constantly evolving.

2030- Ensure that 
Universities are 

implementing practical
SE tools.

forget old fixation about 
what SE is and be ready 
for a different practise 
driven by future needs

Distinguish between systems 
thinking and systems 

engineering (both important) 
emphasis on engineering 
competencies for future

Building the SE 
workforce of the future 

--> update the 
Competency Framework

Buy- in of the value of 
systems engineering and 
the need to be competent 

in the practice.

Lack of SE 
education in 
universities

Perception of SYSE as a "soft 
skill" v an engineering 

competency -- Greater SYSE 
Competency development

More training/development of SYSE 
methods in every part of system 

lifecycle (use the method) -- develop
experience in SYSE knowledge base 

through use

"Do we need to 
learn or do we 

just use AI"

Each stakholder 
understand SE 

differently. Some thinks 
that this is tool based

Good examples should
be brought to the 

world through INCOSE 
webinars

Making SE education 
accessible to wider audience, 
organizations will benefit if 

the role of SE  is understood

Exposure to / existence of / 
embracement of ambiguity, 

complexity, uncertainty, and the 
bigger picture, in the curriculum,

and how to address.

Skill development for 
use of tools and 

standards would be 
good for SYSEs

Needs clear vision
on emerging 
technologies

serious research 
requires major budget 
afforded by few teams

Integration of security 
engineering for cyber domain

needs more attention 
globally (and in every sector)

Need to bring together 
speciality engineering 

from different 
communities

identifying the critical
areas rather than 

going after hot topics

Developing 
competency in 

SYSE

How to change 
Academic institutions 

preference for 
traditional disciplines

In SE, ensure that 
System Engineer gets 

trainings specialized in 
SE tools.

An already full 
curriculum and 

overwhelmed research
faculty.

It would be good if 
research institutes 

start joint projects with
the chapters of INCOSE

Is there international 
research funding in the field? 

Information on this from 
INCOSE to the chapters 

would be great!

Tools are too complicated to 
use/not user friendly enough.

Need more user friendly 
tools to reach a broader 
engineering audience.

Skill development for 
use of tools and 

standards would be 
good for SYSEs

migrating research tools 
and subsequently work 

done in one environment 
into future environments

Achieving truly 
seamless automated 

processes.

Tool connectivity is 
insufficient, more 

standardization and 
unification of exchange 

formats required

Getting consensus 
and application of 

standards

Tools are 
developed but 

not used.

Potential for FuSE: 
Establish a set of 

standard requirements 
for WHAT tools should 
do to best enable our 

processes and 
methods.

Two many development 
models/frameworks and 

modeling languages, 
needs more unification

Development of model 
frameworks that can be shared 
as examples of engineering use 
(to get more to understand how 

to use these)

convincing 
practitioners to use the

products of research 
or adopt new practices

Create flexibility in SE 
to addapt to future 
trends and needs in 

society

Quantitative 
methods/measures/
metrics in practice

Constraining what we 
mean by model- based 
systems engineering to
a specific set of tools.

Coping with "trends" 
that can be seen as 
alternatives to SE

How to integrate 
economic, social, 
environmental, .. 

aspects in modelling

Practicing what
we preach.

SYSE as an engineering
practice (follow formal 

SYSE approach to 
solutions)

SE practices and 
terminology vary a lot 

between different 
industries

How MBSE is different 
from traditional SE 

practices

 violin-strawberry-
9kms.square…

Systems Engineering
Vision 2035
Systems Engineering Applied to Major
Societal Challenges

Getting aligned on the 
vision for addressing 

global challenges.

Lack of understanding of how
domain- centric thinking and 
approaches map to systems 

engineering concepts and 
principles.

SE applications for 
banking, politics and 

overall decission 
making

Greater collaboration with 
engineering competencies in 

their language/standards 
(e.g., ISO)

Talking not just 
enginerring 

language

Obtaining value 
statements from 

modest engineers

Many critical infrastructure asset 
owners/operators and municipal 
government leaders don't have 

adequate foundational knowledge 
to understand and/or articulate 
application of SE to their needs

Recognize that government 
law and International law 

sometimes lags technology.

Develop user
friendly tools.

For critical infrastructure sectors in 
U.S. highly fragmented natures of 

ecosystem limits scope of what 
individual organizations can 

undertake when applying systems 
of systems engineering

Ensure that same 
tools/applications are 
used across different 

industries.

Each use 5 dots to identify your highest priorities

Each use 5 dots to identify your highest priorities

Flip through the shared presentation Have a look at the SE Vision 2035

SysML v2 
information

FuSE_event


